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§116 ✴接続副詞 

3064 Go at once, (      ) you will be in time. 

➀ and ②otherwise ③or ④as long as 〈名古屋経済大〉 

3065 On the other hand, the president showed no sign of 

surprise. 

➀In contrast  ②In other words  

③Likewise  ④Therefore 〈中部大〉 

3066 Her new skirt was too expensive. Besides, it looked terrible. 

➀ However ②Moreover ③Otherwise ④Nearly 〈東海大〉 

3067 This is the greatest loss in our company history. (      ), we 

must cut down on our expenditures next year. 

➀Nevertheless  ②However  

③Therefore ④Fortunately 〈玉川大〉 

3068 “Oh, (      ), if you see Bob, tell him to drop in at my office.”  

➀previously ②to date ③in general ④by the way 

3069 At first glance the idea appears to be attractive; (      ), 

there are some problems to be solved. 

➀therefore  ②however  

③furthermore  ④in addition 〈清泉女子大〉 

3070 In short, it was a very bad movie. I don’t recommend you 

watch it. 

➀As they say  ②For instance  

③With no time ④To sum up 〈亜細亜大〉 
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3071 She has a clear vision of our firm. (      ), she should be the 

next president. 

➀However  ②Therefore  

③Nevertheless  ④Because 〈東海大〉 

3072 Japan must accept free trade and deregulation. (      ), it 

will be left out of the global economy.  

➀If not ②However ③Therefore ④Naturally 〈大阪経済大〉 

3073 Living alone can be difficult, (      ) many people choose to 

do so. 

➀therefore ②moreover ③in fact ④yet 〈摂南大〉 

3074 Naturally, biologists are most interested in hormones that 

control functions of the mammalian body and, (      ), the 

human one. 

➀in addition  ②in particular  

③on the contrary  ④nonetheless 〈東京薬科大〉 

3075 The mind can affect the body. For instance, happy people 

tend to be healthy. 

➀For example ②In short  

③Instantly ④Therefore 〈中部大〉 

3076 It is very important to leave the house on time. (      ), you 

may miss the train to school. 

➀However ②Otherwise ③Then ④Therefore 〈愛知学院大〉 

3077 I don’t want to go home yet. The party’s still going and 

(      ) it’s still early. 

➀besides ②however ③therefore ④thus 〈愛知学院大〉 
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3078 (      ) it was a hot summer day, my friend could still kick 

the winning goal during his soccer match. 

➀However ②Therefore ③Yet ④Although 〈駒澤大〉 

3079 The new regulations were successful in protecting local 

industry and, (      ), they led to the creation of many new 

jobs. 

➀just in case  ②on the contrary  

③what is more  ④in other words 〈北里大〉 

3080 He made us stay late (      ) we could finish the report by 

next morning. 

➀however  ②therefore  

③accordingly  ④so that 〈愛知工業大〉 

3081 His presentation was not so bad; (      ), it left much to be 

desired. 

➀so ②instead ③thus ④still  〈関西学院大〉 

3082 (      ) her advice, I decided to go abroad. 

➀Contrary to  ②However  

③Nevertheless  ④Despite of 〈成城大〉 

3083 Mary sometimes makes careless mistakes, but (      ) she is 

a really intelligent girl. 

➀additionally  ②however  

③otherwise  ④therefore 〈大阪教育大〉 

3084 My sister can read Chinese; (      ), she can speak some 

Korean, as well.④ 

➀at last ②thus ③specifically ④moreover 〈亜細亜大〉 
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3085 I found my new job tiring (      ), but I soon got used to it. 

➀to begin with  ②further 

③in the long run  ④on the other hand 

3086 He’s a local government administrator, (      ), a civil 

servant. 

➀that is to say  ②in the beginning 

③incidentally  ④in the first place 

3087 This poses a threat to agriculture and the food chain, and, 

(      ), to human health. 

➀in comparison  ②consequently 

③for instance  ④instead 

3088 Smoking is dangerous to your health. (      ), it may be 

harmful to people around you.  

➀Otherwise  ②Moreover  

③Because  ④On the contrary 〈大妻女子大〉 

3089 My mother worked hard on her family farm all day when 

she was young. (      ), she had to babysit her little sister. 

➀By the way  ②On the contrary 

③In other words  ④On top of that 〈岐阜聖徳学園大〉 

3090 Cathy was completely exhausted after the long business 

trip; (      ), she went to work early in the morning. 

➀ accordingly  ②nevertheless  

③otherwise  ④therefore 〈近畿大〉 

3091 If you cannot go, let her go (      ).  

➀anymore ②despite ③instead ④otherwise 〈佛教大〉 
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3092 A： We’re kind of in a difficult spot here. 

B： (      ), we’re facing some serious problems. 

➀In other words  ②On the contrary 

③Otherwise  ④So that 〈共立女子大〉 

3093 Taro does not speak our language, (      ) he seems to 

understand what we say. 

➀therefore ②because ③and yet ④in fact 〈西南学院大〉 

3094 (      ) what their parents might think, university students 

study hard these days. 

➀Although  ②Contrary to  

③Nevertheless  ④On the contrary 〈駒澤大〉 

3095 That picture doesn’t seem ugly to me; (      ), I think it’s 

rather beautiful. 

➀on the contrary  ②however  

③in opposition  ④on the other hand 〈東北工業大〉 

3096 Going to work by bike is good for our health. (      ), it 

doesn’t pollute the air. 

➀Though  ②Since   

③Furthermore  ④However 〈神田外国語大〉 

3097 A： Why did Jean quit the company? 

B： I don’t know for sure. (      ), she found a better job 

elsewhere.  

➀Ultimately  ②Presumably  

③Consequently  ④Intuitively  〈法政大〉 
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3098 In a word, that’s the way it happened. 

➀In short ②In itself ③In all ④In detail  〈東京理科大〉 

3099 This investment plan looks very attractive; there may be a 

few risk factors, (      ). 

➀therefore ②though ③furthermore ④whether 〈北里大〉 

3100 “It must have been terrible.” 

“(      ), I enjoyed every minute.” 

➀Possibly  ②On the contrary 

③In addition  ④In the second place 

3101 She is hardworking and intelligent. (      ), she is worth 

recommending as a manager. 

➀For example  ②However  

③In contrast  ④Thus 〈明治大〉 

3102 My neighbor forgot to feed the dog for me, so (      ) he died. 

➀consequently  ②enthusiastically 

③fortunately  ④willingly 〈東邦大〉 

3103 Your teacher is sick today, and (      ) Mr. Smith is taking 

his place. 

➀besides  ②nevertheless  

③accordingly  ④moreover 〈法政大〉 

3104 He was feeling bad. He went to work, (      ), and tried to 

concentrate. 

➀therefore  ②to summarize  

③however  ④in short 〈亜細亜大〉 
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3105 In brief, what he means is that we are in the same boat.  

➀in general  ②in short  

③in principle  ④in case 〈明海大〉 

3106 Joseph stayed up late last night. (      ), he fell asleep 

during the mathematics class. 

➀However  ②As a result  

③Instead  ④In addition 〈群馬大〉 

3107 I am renting an apartment right now, but (      ) I will buy a 

big house. 

➀consequently ②eventually③lately ④usually 〈南山大〉 

3108 My boss says I don’t have to go to the factory. All the same, 

I need to go there today. 

➀Besides  ②Instead  

③Nevertheless  ④Probably 〈日本大〉 

3109 (      ) he is old, but he is still mentally alert.    

➀Although ②Indeed ③Because ④Except 〈桃山学院大〉 

3110  My apartment is small and uncomfortable. (      ), it’s close 

to my school and the rent is reasonable. 

➀On the one hand ②On the other hand  

③On the one side ④On the other side 〈東京経済大〉 

3111 Rosalind says she couldn’t get here through all the snow. 

(      ), her child is ill. 

➀Besides ②However ③Likewise ④Suchlike 〈慶応義塾大〉 
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3112 The business will be successful in the long run.  

➀slowly ②closely ③finally ④rapidly 〈淑徳大〉 

3113 Young Japanese at times drink cola, (      ) older Japanese 

would rarely or never do that. 

➀nevertheless  ②whereas  

③afterwards  ④likewise 〈駒澤大〉 

3114 The soccer game was very exciting, and (      ), the 

admission was free. 

➀in respect ②too ③in addition ④in case  〈東京経済大〉 

3115 I don’t like this dress; (      ), it is too expensive. 

➀although ②beside ③besides ④though 〈実践女子大〉 

3116 This kind of view is, in fact, quite a familiar one in this 

technology. 

➀actually  ②commonly  

③particularly  ④reportedly 〈日本大〉 

3117 I disagreed with everything she said, but she’s a very good 

speaker (      ). 

➀despite  ②nevertheless  

③although  ④therefore 〈創価大〉 

3118 I would like you to slice some tomato and onion. (      ), I’ll 

start making the pizza dough. 

➀Therefore ②However ③Whereas ④Meanwhile〈南山大〉 

3119 He said, “It is a disappointing situation, to (      ) it mildly.” 

①take ②tell ③put ④maintain 〈専修大〉 


